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Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

RCB/LCB
DOB (Age)

1-02-94 (24)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Crawford, Mike

TEAM

Philadelphia Eagles15-2nd-BUF

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

FLORIDA STATE (FLST)

Prospect (Last, First)

Darby, Ronald

2017: @DAL 11/19, @SEA 12/3, @LAR 12/10, @NYG 12/17, vs OAK 12/25

19
Winning %

51%
Positions Started

INJURIES

2017: 3rd on the team with 3 INTs in only 8 games played, 4th on the team with 9 PDs, 4 

coverage related penalties (2 illegal contact, 1 def holding, 1 DPI; 1 of 4 penalties accepted)

Third year player that started 36 of 37 games in his career, including 7 in 2017, while missing 8 games with a

right ankle dislocation. Solid height/weight with a lean muscular frame and good athletic ability. Good linear

speed, acceleration, explosiveness and vertical jumping ability. Solid mental processing pre-snap, reading splits

to align with a leverage advantage and communicating coverage responsibilities with teammates in response to

formation changes. Solid LOS skills in Press Man, jamming receivers with solid play strength to delay releases &

disrupt timing with hand placement in the chest when squared up or at the shoulder when opening his hips to

match an inside or outside release. Solid in Man coverage vs bigger body types with solid foot quickness &

agility, possessing good foot speed to match vertical routes, chase crossers and recover vs double moves.

Watches receiver’s hips to key route breaks and uses hand placement on the shoulder or frame to disrupt at the

top of routes. Shows a smooth back pedal in Off coverage to maintain his cushion, plays with proper leverage

with coverage in relation to his help, reads through the WR to the QB to key the direction of throws and get a

jump on the ball. Good ball skills from Off and Zone, able to locate the ball quickly by reading through the WR to

the QB, attacks the ball at its highest point and catches the ball with his hands, while showing good play speed in

Zone to read route breaks and takes direct angles to the interception point. Shows good mental processing to

become a returner after making the INT. Good competitiveness, doesn’t concede completions, contests at the

catch point to knock the ball away when he’s not in position to make an INT. Good mental toughness in critical

situations, playing tight, physical coverage to eliminate receivers as options on 3rd down or make an INT to

close out a game. Solid in Run Support, takes angles to the the ball that positions him to execute his run

responsibility, displays physical toughness and mental processing when engaging a pulling OG or TE, using

sound technique to defeat or slip the block. Also shows solid play strength taking on WR blocks with the correct

shoulder, defeating the block and making the tackle or forcing the ball carrier out of bounds. Solid Open Field

Tackling, using leverage to funnel ball carriers towards pursuit, squaring up in space, leading with his shoulder,

wrapping the legs and gator rolling. Struggles to COD & mirror deceptive move releases from Off Coverage or if

he misses his jam at the LOS. Struggles vs smaller, quicker receivers to unlock his hips and COD once he’s fully

opened to turn and run with receivers on vertical stems. Prone to stop his feet, lunge & grab receivers when they

cross his face in Off Man or Zone Coverage, leading to illegal contact or pass interference penalties. Played a little

too wide in run support at times, didn’t squeeze pullers tight enough, creating an alley for the ball carrier when

the pursuit was sealed inside. Susceptible to cut backs in open field tackling situations because he can break

down too soon and play with too much width in his base, limiting his ability to COD quickly. Projects as a

starting RCB or LCB whose strengths are playing Man coverage using Press and Off Man techniques, ball skills,

run support and open field tackling. His weaknesses are mirroring smaller, quicker body types from Off

Coverage and getting overly aggressive with his hands downfield.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

37
Games Started

36
Games Won

COD vs smaller body types, over aggressiveness UOH beyond the 5-yard window

PROJECTION Projects as a starting RCB or LCB whose strengths are playing Man coverage using Press 

and Off Man techniques, ball skills, run support and open field tackling. His weaknesses are 

mirroring smaller, quicker body types from Off Coverage and getting overly aggressive with 

his hands downfield.

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Foot Speed, Ball Skills, Competitive Toughness, Open Field Tackling

WORST

RCB

Cover1/Cover 3 scheme

2017: missed weeks 2-10 with a right ankle dislocation

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed


